Pool of knowledge available to the mankind depends on the source of learning resources, which can vary from ancient printed documents to present electronic material. The rapid conversion of material available in traditional libraries to digital form needs a significant amount of work if we are to maintain the format and the look of the electronic documents as same as their printed counterparts. Most of the printed documents contain not only characters and its formatting but also some associated non text objects such as tables, charts and graphical objects. It is challenging to detect them and to concentrate on the format preservation of the contents while reproducing them. To address this issue, we propose an algorithm using local thresholds for word space and line height to locate and extract all categories of tables from scanned document images. From the experiments performed on 298 documents, we conclude that our algorithm has an overall accuracy of about 75% in detecting tables from the scanned document images. Since the algorithm does not completely depend on rule lines, it can detect all categories of tables in a range of scanned documents with different font types, styles and sizes to extract their formatting features. Moreover, the algorithm can be applied to locate tables in multi column layouts with small modification in layout analysis. Treating tables with their existing formatting features will tremendously help the reproducing of printed documents for reprinting and updating purposes.
I. INTRODUCTION
A pool of knowledge base depends on the source of learning resources, which can vary from ancient printed documents to present electronic material. Traditional libraries play a significant role in the dissemination and safekeeping of such material. The rapid conversion of material available in traditional libraries to digital form needs a huge amount of manual effort, if we are to maintain the format and the look of the electronic documents as same as their printed counterparts. Therefore, proper digitization of printed documents plays a significant role in building digital libraries. Modifying, re-printing and searching are some important functions beyond mere digitization to maintain the digital library continuously. Therefore, we can conclude that the requirement of digitization here is converting printed documents into editable digital format, while preserving both the content and the format of the documents.
In recent past, the OCR technology worked well in the digitization process of scripts in different languages.
Typically, most of the OCR approaches focus only on character recognition of the script and it advances to focus on extraction of format features such as font size, plain text, italics, bold with different font sizes. Typical process of converting printed documents into an editable format is performed by scanning documents to images and converting them to editable text by using OCR techniques. Layout analysis, character recognition and language modelling are the important processes in OCR for a particular script. However, most of the printed documents contain not only characters but also some associated non text objects such as tables, charts and graphics in an image format. Most of the existing OCR techniques face challenges in detecting these kinds of objects during the digitization process of printed documents. Particularly presence of such objects affects the layout analysis, which is the initial step of the OCR process. For example, if the presence of a table in a document is not identified by OCR, there will be problems in identifying lines and figures inside the table and they will be treated as regular sentences. Practically, this would produce more erroneous results in text analysis in any type of script. In addition to the recognition process of the contents in the documents, editing process needs to identify the formats of the contents to maintain the uniformity within preprocessing and post processing such as updating and reproducing the contents. Most of the OCR techniques do not concentrate on the format preservation of the content. Therefore, this will be a challenging task when reproducing printed documents for reprinting or republishing purpose. Therefore, we need to identify a way to solve the problem of preserving and reproducing documents with features discussed above. In this paper, we focus on locating and extracting different types of tables with text portion in documents. Treating tables with their existing formatting features will do a great job when reproducing the documents for future need.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present a literature survey on table detection and recognition and in Section III, we present our methodology. In Section IV, we present our experimental results and a discussion on the results in Section V and we conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Generally, tables vary in structure from regular text. They can be designed by using ruled line, off-line, decorated line or without using lines. However, the basic structure of a [10, 17] . In the table detection process, there are several ways that use geometric features such as ruled lines [12, 13, 15, 19] , pixel distributions, white gaps [4] , header and trailer pattern of table [21] . Most of the past works only focus on single column page layout, whereas some recent work focuses on multi column page layout [8] , [16] .
Namboodiri addressed the problem of table detection and recognition for online hand written documents [17] whereas Jin Chen and Daniel addressed this issue for off-line handwritten documents [18] . Laurintine and Vaida use horizontal and vertical ruling lines to identify tables and exclude non-tabular areas from the printed documents [10] . Hu et al. proposed a method, which does not depend on ruling lines and medium independent [15] . Gatos et al. [13] locate and reconstruct tables with intersection pairs, which are detected by horizontal and vertical lines' intersection points. Tables are reconstructed by drawing the lines. Mandal et al. [4] proposed an algorithm, which assumes the presence of substantially larger gaps between columns and table fields. This system can locate the tables if they do not contain any ruling lines or which should be removed in preprocessing. However, this algorithm does not show any way to handle tables when two or more of them appear side by side. Also tables with multi line headings or heterogeneous placement of cells can result in erroneous detection. In contrast to the above methods, our approach can locate tables with their existing formats and can resolve the problem in multiline heading as well.
Harit and Bansal [21] proposed a method for table detection using header and trailer patterns. However, the pattern depends on cognitive cues rather than functional meaning. Shafait et al. [16] and Smith et al. [22] have used tab-stop detection for doing the layout analysis of document images and then used the alignment information of columns for locating the tables. This algorithm does not work when full page tables are present. Since we are focussing on all type of tables in a page and not concern about column layout analysis of the page, our algorithm can handle this type of tables easily.
Most of the existing methods focus only on table detection through several assumptions such as i) there is a specific layout such as single column or multi column and white background in document image; ii) table is constructed with horizontal and vertical ruled-line; and iii) there are no decorated lines or complex table structure.
From the overall analysis, all past work handle only specific page layout and specific table category rather than all range of tables in different categories. Therefore, we need to identify a novel way to locate all types of tables from text in scanned documents. The algorithms proposed in this paper can address detection of all categories of tables with or without ruled lines.
III. METHODOLOGY
The sample document images consist of normal text lines, headings, a wide range of tables, equations, header, footer and page numbers with different font sizes and styles. The background is white and grey coloured. The assumptions we made here are as follows:
• There are no graphics and watermarks in the document images. • The minimum height of a table is equal to or greater than 3 regular text lines. With this assumption, most of the heading and equation parts can be eliminated from being detected as tables. • In a standard full lengthy text line, there would be more number of characters compared to other text lines. • The document image is single column layout and for a professional document, there is no text or image portion on left or right side of a table (that is, tables are in line with text).
The methodology as presented in Figure 1 follows a number of stages and they are: 1) data collection and preprocessing of the scanned documents; 2) threshold computation for word space and line height; and 3) extraction of the table with and without rule lines. Let us look at details of each stage in the rest of this section. 
A. Our Algorithm
The algorithm is driven from several steps of computations. Initially, all horizontal lines in the image were extracted using X projection profile and their heights were calculated using Y projection profile. Spaces between characters and words were computed in all lines and the line which had the most number of gaps was considered as a standard text line. The assumption we made here is if there are more number of gaps, there would be more number of characters and that would be a standard text line.
Word space is assigned in all text line by considering the maximum size of the space in each line. The threshold value for a word space in a standard text line is computed as in equation (1).
Similarly, line height (LH) is assigned for all lines. The threshold value for the standard line height is computed as in equation (2).
LH-line height lh-threshold for line height
The algorithm for the table detection is given as follows:
Where N-number of lines WS-word space LH-line height lh-threshold for line height ws-threshold for word space x-line number
In the given algorithm, the height of each line is compared with the threshold of the line height. Here we make an assumption that the minimum height of a table might be at least 3 times greater than the normal text line and there is no space in the line. Therefore, the tables with all bounding box could act as a single line without gaps and could be located.
Similarly, the maximum size of the inter word space is compared with the threshold of word space to detect columns portion in a table. From this step the tables without rule line and parallel lines could be located. To detect the rule line corresponding to the table, the gaps in a line is assumed to be zero and line height is less than the line height threshold. Mean time this line is checked with previous and next text line whether those lines are in table portion.
B. Experimental Procedure
The document pages were scanned from several documents such as books, research papers and journals into an image format such as tiff, jpg or png. Initial part of this work is to extract different categories of tables from different document images. Around 300 scanned images were considered for the testing process. The scanned documents with tables were categorized into three types: A) tables with fully and partially bounding lines; B) tables with parallel lines; and C) tables without rule line. Pre-processing of a scanned document plays a significant role in the detection process. It involves binarization, noisy border removal, and enhancement. Binarization in which colour images or grey-scale images are converted to binary image using adaptive threshold technique [23] . Dilation method is applied for the enhancement with the structuring element. The pre-processed images are applied with the algorithm to locate tables. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The categorized tables presented in the last section are tested with the proposed algorithm. Table I illustrates that the different type of table detection from tables with fully and partially bounding lines to tables without ruling lines. Category A shows the highest percentage of detection whereas table with parallel line shows lower performance in detection.
From Figure 8 , it can be seen that all tables produce accuracy of detection better than 67%. Tables with fully or partially bounding lines shows higher accuracy with 82.7% of detection compared to the others. These type of tables can be extracted easily as it is bounded with at least single vertical line and we compare their line height with the threshold to eliminate big headings. Therefore, they yield higher accuracy due to the vertical rule line information. Tables  Table with fully and partially bounding lines (Type A) 110 91 Among the collected documents, 53 have tables without any ruling lines (type C), in which 40 tables are located. Seven documents cannot be located due to the differences with font type, size and style within the page and twocolumn table structure in which within a row one column have multiple text lines and the other column with single data. Another 6 documents cannot be identified due to the header and footer section in which section or document title and page number with large word space between them interfere the detection process.
Similarly, out of 135 tables with parallel lines, 91 documents are detected. The main reason for not to identify these tables is the assumption of the threshold for the word space made in the algorithm such that threshold is equal to 1.5 * word space. The second reason is header and footer section in which, section or document title and page number with space between them interferes the detection process in 5 documents. V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm for locating tables from scanned documents. From the experiments, the system has shown 75% overall detection rate for 298 documents in all different type of tables in ranges of scanned documents. The system produces erroneous results, when the document contains header or footer section or document title and page number in a line with large space between them. The algorithm can be applied to handle tables in multi-column layout with small modification in layout analysis. Since, we have determined a local threshold for line height and word space, which depends only on the particular document with its own format and style, this would be more advantageous in applying different layouts, formats in document images. Moreover, any layout of document with white and grey background also can be treated with this algorithm.
The future work of this research is to focus on (i) improving the accuracy of the system by eliminating the issues arise from headers and footers; and (ii) handling tables with decorated lines; (iii) extraction of features from the located tables to reconstruct and reproduce the documents with their existing formats.
